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Abstract

A security index for biometric systems is essential be-

cause biometrics have been widely adopted as a secure au-

thentication component in critical systems. Most of bio-

metric systems secured by template protection schemes are

based on binary templates. To adopt popular template pro-

tection schemes such as fuzzy commitment and fuzzy ex-

tractor that can be applied on binary templates only, non-

binary templates (e.g., real-valued, point-set based) need to

be converted to binary. However, existing security measure-

ments for binary template based biometric systems either

cannot reflect the actual attack difficulties or are too com-

putationally expensive to be practical. This paper presents

an acceleration of the guessing entropy which reflects the

expected number of guessing trials in attacking the binary

template based biometric systems. The acceleration benefits

from computation reuse and pruning. Experimental results

on two datasets show that the acceleration has more than

6x, 20x, and 200x speed up without losing the estimation

accuracy in different system settings.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Biometric systems are being widely deployed in critical

applications (e.g., border security1 and banking2) and often

served as a secure authentication subsystem. It is critical

to have a security index for biometric systems [16, 24]. A

biometric security index can be used as a criterion to select

systems for applications with various security requirements.

Moreover, it could help biometric vendors to improve the

security of their systems in design phases.

One of the popular biometric system models is client-
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Figure 1. Template tapping attack on a biometric system (compar-

ison and storage on server, model A in ISO/IEC 24745:2011 [9]).

Transmission of query templates are assumed to be tapped and at-

tackers gain system access by guessing and submitting query tem-

plates as the target user.

server based, where the sensor and feature extraction mod-

ules are on client, the comparison and storage modules are

on server (i.e., model A in ISO/IEC 24745:2011 [9]). It is

reasonable to assume that both client and server can be re-

garded as a black-box, where their inner operations are dif-

ficult to be hacked and thus be more secure. Consequently, a

biometric system is more vulnerable to attacks on the input

of client (a.k.a., presentation or spoofing attack [17, 25])

and the interconnection between client and server (a.k.a.,

template tapping attack).

In this study, we aim to measure the security of biometric

systems under template tapping attack (Fig. 1), where the

interconnection between client and server is assumed to be

tapped. In case that users in the target biometric system are

anonymous, there is no way to obtain the target users’ raw

biometric data from outsource such as social network (e.g.,

Facebook and Twitter). To access the target system, attack-

ers are required to either guess target users’ raw biometric

data for spoofing attack or a query template for template

tapping attack. In general, the entropy of a query template

is smaller than the entropy of raw biometric data from which

the template was extracted. Since the guessing of a query

template for target user is easier than raw biometric data,

the security of target biometric system is determined by the

security under template tapping attack.

Since typical biometric cryptosystems (e.g., fuzzy com-

mitment [7, 10] and fuzzy extractor [4]) accept binary in-

put only, we target at binary template based biometric sys-

tems [6, 15, 19]. The scenario of our security study can be

described with the adversarial machine learning framework



[2, 18] from the following four perspectives:

• Adversary’s goal: The attacker aims to impersonate

the target user to access target biometric systems.

• Adversary’s knowledge: The attacker is assumed to

know the following information: (a) a black-box fea-

ture extractor for generating binary templates from raw

biometric data, and (b) false accept rate (FAR). Both

of knowledges (a) and (b) can be obtained from the

vendors of target biometric system. Note that the im-

postor distance distribution Pi and the decision thresh-

old τ can be estimated using public domain biometric

databases and knowledges (a) and (b). Here, to sim-

plify, we also assume the Pi and τ are known.

• Adversary’s capability: With the assumption that the

interconnection between client and server is tapped,

the attacker is able to insert binary templates as if the

templates were transmitted from client. The corre-

sponding matching decision3 (i.e., either accept or re-

ject) can then be observed. In addition, we assume that

the target system does not lock a user after a few failed

trials. This is known as rate-limiting policy and could

be improperly implemented [22].

• Adversary’s strategy: Under the above assumptions,

the attacker can iteratively guess the most probably

binary template for the target user and submit the

guessed template to access the system.

1.2. Related Works

State-of-the-art security measurement methods for bio-

metric systems under template tapping attacks can be

broadly categorized into either single-acceptable-input

based [3, 4, 8, 11] or multiple-acceptable-input based [16,

23, 28]. Single-acceptable-input based methods assume that

the target system can be accessed by a query template whose

distance to the enrollment template of target users is zero.

The degree of freedom (DOF) [3] and the Renyi entropy [8]

measure the average difficulties for guessing a template that

is identical to the target enrollment template. The min en-

tropy [4, 11] measures the difficulties for guessing the most

probable template, not for the target user, among all users

in the target system. Note that almost all biometric sys-

tems are made of accepting multiple query templates for a

target user to tolerate the intra-user variations. Therefore,

the single-acceptable-input based methods are inappropri-

ate because they cannot reflect the multiple-accept charac-

teristic of most biometric systems.

Multi-acceptable-based methods assume that the target

system can be accessed by multiple query templates. The

3Different from hill-climbing attacks [5, 20] that the matching score of

every attempt is assumed to be observed by attackers, only the matching

decision is assumed to be observed in template tapping attack in this study.

minimum decoding complexity [19, 23] measures the frac-

tional difficulties under their decoding strategy for finding a

template whose distance to the enrollment template of tar-

get user is less than the system specific threshold, where

the fractional feature (bit) length and threshold are used to

address the non-uniform distribution of binary templates.

However, it could be inaccurate because the calculation

based on fractional feature length and threshold does not

reflect the actual attack. The relative entropy [28] measures

the average difficulties for guessing templates derived from

samples of a target user using templates of different users.

It is assumed that all templates from the target user are al-

lowed to access the system. This assumption is again in-

appropriate for reflecting the actual systems. In addition,

the templates with very large intra-user variations lead to

an under estimation of system security. The guessing en-

tropy [16, 21] measures the expected number of trials for

guessing a template whose distance to the enrollment tem-

plate of target user is less than the system decision thresh-

old, where a guessing strategy is proposed. The estimation

of expected number of guessing trials requires determining

both the guessing template and the corresponding success

probability at every trial. This is computationally expensive

and hence limits the application of guessing entropy.

1.3. Contributions

To make the guessing entropy [16] practical for real ap-

plications, we propose to accelerate the guessing entropy.

In summary, this study makes the following contributions:

• We accelerate the guessing entropy [16] with compu-

tation reuse and pruning. Large numbers of computa-

tions at successive guessing trials are reused with our

new formulation for the probability of adversarial suc-

cess. We prune the guessing codeword generation by

deriving an error bound which guarantees an accurate

guessing entropy without computational expensively

generating all possible code-words.

• We empirically show that our numerical results are

consistent with original guessing entropy [16] and

demonstrate that our accelerated algorithm works on

more-practical systems whose bit length is almost four

times the maximum bit length reported in [16]. Note

that the computational cost increases exponentially re-

spective to bit length.

1.4. Paper Organization

The basic idea and the guessing strategy of guessing en-

tropy proposed in [16] is briefly described in section 2. Sec-

tion 3 illustrates our acceleration. The speed up and the ac-

curacy of our acceleration are evaluated in section 4, where

our results on more-practical systems are also reported. Fi-

nally, we draw some concluding remarks in section 5.



2. Guessing Entropy

2.1. Basic Idea

The guessing entropy [16, 21] is determined by the ex-

pected number of guessing trials E(T ) for accessing a bio-

metric system as a target user. Mathematically, E(T ) can

be expressed as [16]:

E(T ) =

Tmax
∑

T=1

T · P (Xtrial = T ) (1)

where Tmax denotes the maximum number of guessing tri-

als and P (Xtrial = T ) denotes the probability of first suc-

cess guessing after taking T guessing trials. In our study,

the Tmax is only determined by the guessing strategy, since

we assume that the rate-limiting policy is not/improperly

implemented [22] and target system allow arbitrary number

of guessing trials. The P (Xtrial = T ) is jointly determined

by both guessing strategy and the target system.

2.2. Guessing Strategy

One of the straightforward methods to guess binary tem-

plates is to first estimate the occurrence probability for all

binary templates and then guess the templates in the de-

scend order of their probabilities. However, due to the large

feature space (e.g., 2n possible templates for bit length n),

there are often insufficient collected samples for estimating

the template probabilities and insufficient memory for stor-

ing these estimated probabilities. Alternatively, Lim and

Yuen [16] proposed an impostor distance distribution Pi

based guessing strategy.

In the guessing strategy of Lim and Yuen [16], start with

an impostor (adversarial) template Xadv , they iteratively

find a modification vector X
(T )
mod at T -th trial and submit

the modified template X
(T )
adv = Xadv ⊕ X

(T )
mod to the target

system. They use k1 and k3 to denote the hamming distance

of the enrollment template XE to the adversarial template

Xadv and the modified template X
(T )
adv at T -th trial, resp.,

and use k2 to denote the hamming weight of the modifica-

tion vector X
(T )
mod at T -th trial. Note that k1, the hamming

distance between the adversarial template Xadv and the en-

rollment template XE follows the impostor distance distri-

bution Pi. The objective of their guessing strategy in T -th

trial is to find an optimal k2 resulting to the highest prob-

ability P (Xtrial = T ) for accessing the target system, i.e,

the corresponding k3 less than the system decision thresh-

old τ .

3. Accelerate Guessing Entropy

The guessing entropy [16] reflects the actual hardness

for accessing a binary template based biometric systems in

the template attacking scenario we studied. The expensive

computational cost of the guessing entropy limits its appli-

cation in practical systems. In this section, we describe our

acceleration of the guessing entropy by (a) reformulating

the probability for success adversarial guess at different tri-

als, where computations at successive trials can be reused

to reduce the computational cost (section 3.1); (b) giving

an error bound of E(T ) to reduce guessing trials without

influencing the accuracy of estimating E(T ) (section 3.2);

and (c) implementation details in section 3.3. In this sec-

tion, unless otherwise stated, we use the notation of k1, k2,

and k3, where k1 denotes the hamming distance between

Xadv and XE , k2 denotes the hamming weight of the mod-

ification vector X
(T )
mod, and k3 denotes the hamming distance

between X
(T )
adv and XE .

3.1. Reformulate Success Probability

According to the objective of guessing strategy [16] that

is to find a k2 with maximum probability P (Xtrial = T )
for accessing the target system at T -th trial, we have

P (Xtrial = T ) = max
k2

P (Xtrial = T |k2)

= max
k2

(

n
∑

k1=0

Pi(k1) · P (Xtrial = T |k1, k2)

)

(2)

where P (Xtrial = T |k2) and P (Xtrial = T |k1, k2) de-

notes the probability of first success guessing after taking

T guessing trials conditioned on k2, and both k1 and k2,

respectively. The n denotes the bit length of the binary tem-

plates in the target system.

The guessing of the binary template for the target user

can be analogized to a sampling without replacement prob-

lem, where the submission of previously guessed templates

can be avoided by storing them. By definition, the adversary

continues to submit a new template until a guess is accepted

as the target user in the system. The success of T -th guess

implies that the previous T − 1 guesses are failed. Mathe-

matically,

P (Xtrial = T |k1, k2) =

P
(

succ|k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

)

T−1
∏

t=1

(

1− P

(

succ|k1, k
(t)
2 , T

(t)

k
(t)
2

))

(3)

where P
(

succ|k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

)

denotes the probability for

success guessing at T -th trial conditioned on both k1 and

k2. T
(T )
k2

denotes the number of modification vectors with

hamming weight k2 which were guessed before T -th tri-

als. k
(t)
2 denotes the hamming weight of modification vector

guessed in the t-th trial.

For T -th trial, let m (k1, k2) denote number of k2-

hamming-weight modification vectors which results in a



system accept, and N
(

k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

)

denote number of

non-guessed k2-hamming-weight modification vectors, we

have

P
(

succ|k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

)

=
m (k1, k2)

N
(

k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

) (4)

A bit in modification vector with value ‘1’ could either mod-

ify bits in the Xadv to increase or decrease the resultant

hamming distance, k3. We assume that there are p and k2−p
modification bit to decrease and increase the resultant ham-

ming distance, resp., while applying a modification vector

X
(T )
mod to the adversarial template Xadv . The corresponding

resultant hamming distance k3 can be expressed as

k3 = k1 − p+ (k2 − p) = k1 + k2 − 2p (5)

The number of modification vectors that introduce resultant

hamming distance to k3 is

(

k1
p

)(

n− k1
k2 − p

)

=

(

k1
k1+k2−k3

2

)(

n− k1
k2+k3−k1

2

)

(6)

Consequently,

m (k1, k2) =

k3u
∑

k3=k3l

(

k1
k1+k2−k3

2

)(

n− k1
k2+k3−k1

2

)

(7)

where k3l = |k1−k2| denote the minimum achievable value

of k3 and k3u = min{k1+k2, 2n−k1−k2, τ} denotes the

maximum k3 that will be accepted by the system. Both k3u
and k3l are derived conditions:











0 ≤p ≤ k1

0 ≤k2− p ≤ n− k1

0 ≤k3 ≤ τ

(8)

Similarity,

N
(

k1, k2, T
(T )
k2

)

=

(

n

k2

)

− T
(T )
k2

(9)

Note that P (Xtrial = T |k1, k2) in Eq. (3) can be com-

puted from P (Xtrial = T − 1|k1, k2), where the details

are described in section 3.3. Therefore, large numbers of

computations can be reduced to accelerate the algorithm.

3.2. Error Bound

The basic idea of the error bound base on that the en-

tropy of uniformly distributed templates higher than non-

uniformly distributed templates. Mathematically,

E(T ) ≤ Ê(T ) (10)
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Figure 2. The error bound Ê
Tmax

T ′+1
(T ) and the error bound of E(T )

determined at T ′-th trial, where UT ′ = E
T

′

1 (T ) + Ê
Tmax

T ′+1
(T ).

These results are based on 36-bit binary templates which generated

from LBP+PCA+LSSC [14] on both LFW [12] and FRGC v2.0

[26] datasets, where the matching threshold is ‘7’ and the impostor

distance distribution Pi are generated with the first trial (out of ten

cross-validations) of BLUFR verification protocol [13].

where Ê(T ) denotes minimum expected number of tri-

als in guessing uniformly distributed templates. Let

P̂ (Xtrial = T ) denote the corresponding probability of

first success after taking T guessing trials, for T ′ ≥ 1, Eq.

(10) can alternatively be expressed as

ET ′

1 (T ) + ETmax

T ′+1 (T ) ≤ ÊT ′

1 (T ) + ÊTmax

T ′+1 (T ) (11)

where

Ej
i (T ) =

j
∑

T=i

T · P (Xtrial = T )

Êj
i (T ) =

j
∑

T=i

T · P̂ (Xtrial = T )

(12)

The error of E(T ) after T ′-th trial is ETmax

T ′+1 (T ), which

can be shown that

ERRT ′ = ETmax

T ′+1 (T ) ≤ ÊTmax

T ′+1 (T ) (13)

Let mk1 =
∑n

k2=0 m (k1, k2) and Nk1 = 2n, it can also be

shown that

ÊTmax

T ′+1 (T ) =
n
∑

k1=0

Pi(k1) · σ
T ′

k1

(

Nk1 − T ′ + 1

mk1
+ 1

+ T ′

)

(14)



where

σ
T ′

k1
=

T ′

∏

T=1

(

1−
mk1

Nk1 − T + 1

)

(15)

Moreover, the error bound ÊTmax

T ′+1 (T ) is decreasing while

the number of trials T ′ increases (Fig. 2). It is observed

that the upper bound of E(T ) determined at T ′-th trial, UT ′

converges to the E(T ) as T ′ approaches to infinite.

3.3. Implementation Details

Our implementation of the accelerated guessing entropy

is described in Algorithm 1. The P = {pk1k2} records

the P (Xtrial = T |k1, k2) as expressed in Eq. (3). The

N = {nk1k2
} records the number of remaining modifica-

tion vector of hamming weight k2 as expressed in Eq. (9).

The basic idea of the algorithm is, in each trial (iteration) T ,

determining hamming weight k2chose (line4 7) of the mod-

ification vector resulting to the highest guessing probability

P (Xtrial = T ) = Pk2
(k2chose). The expected number

of guessing trials ET is initialized to zero and increased by

T · P (Xtrial = T ) in each trial (line 9).

In our algorithm, as long as k1 is a possible hamming dis-

tance between the enrollment and the adversarial templates,

P = {pk1k2} is first updated as (line 17):

pk1k2 =














pk1k2 ·
nk1k2chose −mk1k2chose

nk1k2chose

, k2 �= k2chose;

pk1k2 ·
nk1k2chose −mk1k2chose

nk1k2chose − 1
, k2 = k2chose.

(16)

and N = {nk1k2} is then updated as (line 17):

nk1k2 =

{

nk1k2
, k2 �= k2chose;

nk1k2
− 1, k2 = k2chose.

(17)

Note that update P = {pk1k2} and N = {nk1k2} in this

way reuses the computations at previous trials. In addition,

the pruning implemented at lines 11 and 12 could greatly

reduce the number of guessing trials T with a pre-specific

error tolerance tol. It could be empirically shown that even

with the pruning, the generated guessing series Sk2 provides

sufficient k2 for guessing most of the enrollment templates

of target users. Both the computation reuse and the pruning

mentioned above largely reduce the computational efforts.

4. Experiments

Datasets: Our acceleration of the guessing entropy [16]

has been evaluated on two face benchmarking datasets, i.e.,

LFW [12] and Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC)

4All lines in this subsection are in Algorithm 1, unless otherwise stated.

Algorithm 1: Guessing sequence generation

Input: bit length n, decision threshold τ , impostor

distance distribution Pi, and error tolerance tol
Output: a guessing sequence Sk2

, and

the expected number of guessing trials ET

// τ is used in m(k1, k2) (7)

1 M ← {mk1k2 = m(k1, k2)}, k1, k2 = {0, · · · , n}

2 N ← {nk1k2
= 2k2}, k1, k2 = {0, · · · , n}

3 P ← {pk1k2
=

mk1k2

nk1k2
}, mk1k2

∈ M, nk1k2
∈ N

4 T ← 1; ET ← 0; flagk1 ← 1
n+1

5 while (
∑

k1
Pi(k1) ≥ 0) do

6 Pk2
← transpose(P)× Pi; // dot product

7 k2chose ← argk2
maxPk2

(k2);
8 Append k2chose to Sk2

;

9 ET ← ET + T · Pk2(k2chose);

10 errBound ← ÊTmax

T+1 (T ) (14);

11 if errBound ≤ tol then

12 return Sk2 , and ET ;

13 T ← T + 1;

14 for (k1 = 0; k1 ≤ n; k1 ← k1 + 1) do

15 if flagk1(k1) == 1 then

16 if N (k1, k2chose) > M(k1, k2chose)
then

17 Update P , and N ;

18 else

19 flagk1(k1) ← 0;

20 Pi(k1) ← 0;

21 ∀k2,Ni(k1, k2) ← 0;

22 return Sk2 , and ET ;

v2.0 [26]. LFW [12] consists of 13,233 images of 5,749

subjects downloaded from the web. For the FRGC v2.0

[26], we use 16,028 images of 466 subjects (as specified

in the target set of Experiment 1 [26]). The verification pro-

tocol BLUFR [13] is used.

Feature extraction: We use three different kinds of fea-

tures from the face images, where the preprocess for these

three features are

• PCA + LSSC [14]: The gray face images are used and

first aligned using two eyes and nose. We then crop the

aligned images to 96× 96 pixels and vectorized them.

• LBP+PCA+LSSC: The LBP feature we use are pro-

vided by [13] 5.

• FaceNet [27]+PCA+LSSC: The FaceNet feature are

extracted using an open source implementation [1] 6.

5http://www.cbsr.ia.ac.cn/users/scliao/projects/blufr/
6https://github.com/cmusatyalab/openface



Table 1. Expected number of trials E(T ) and the corresponding

computational time (s) for PCA+LSSC on LFW

n(τ) 8(0) 12(1) 16(2)

E(T )
Ours 108.48 264.12 432.27

Lim & Yuen [16] 108.48 264.12 432.27

Time
Ours 0.05 0.57 3.93

Lim & Yuen [16] 0.36 12.57 901.46

Table 2. Expected number of trials E(T ) and the corresponding

computational time (s) for LBP+PCA+LSSC on LFW

n(τ) 8(0) 12(1) 16(2)

E(T )
Ours 108.58 264.17 433.92

Lim & Yuen [16] 108.58 264.17 433.92

Time
Ours 0.06 0.57 4.11

Lim & Yuen [16] 0.49 12.52 895.19

Table 3. Expected number of trials E(T ) and the corresponding

computational time (s) for PCA+LSSC on FRGC

n(τ) 8(0) 12(1) 16(2)

E(T )
Ours 106.21 263.57 428.64

Lim & Yuen [16] 106.21 263.57 428.64

Time
Ours 0.05 0.56 3.91

Lim & Yuen [16] 0.34 12.82 926.35

Table 4. Expected number of trials E(T ) and the corresponding

computational time (s) for LBP+PCA+LSSC on FRGC

n(τ) 8(0) 12(1) 16(2)

E(T )
Ours 104.29 260.26 420.58

Lim & Yuen [16] 104.29 260.26 420.58

Time
Ours 0.06 0.64 4.25

Lim & Yuen [16] 0.36 12.92 958.32

The PCA is then performed on the preprocessed data with

number of principle components n/2, where n denotes final

bit length. We encode each feature component to a 2-bit

binary vector using LSSC [14] and obtain templates with

bit length n.

Parameters: The impostor hamming distance Pi is as-

sumed to be known in the attack and is obtained accord-

ing to the BLUFR verification protocol [13]. The decision

threshold τ is set to either (n4 − 2) or n
4 , given by most

of error-correcting-code based template protection scheme

(e.g., [4, 10]) can tolerate up to ∼ 25% bit errors. The error

tolerance of E(T ) is set as tol = 10−5. Note that there are

ten cross-validations in the BLUFR protocol [13] and we

report the average results.

4.1. Speed Up and Accuracy

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and the cor-

responding computational time of our accelerated and the

original guessing entropy [16]. Our accelerated guessing

entropy is implemented with Python 2.7, and the origi-

nal guessing entropy7 [16] is implemented with MATLAB

R2015a. Both of our accelerated and the original guess-

ing entropy are run with machines of same configurations,

i.e., dual Intel Xeon X5650 @ 2.67GHz (CPU) with 32GB

memory.

The expected number of trials for guessing templates

of PCA+LSSC and LBP+PCA+LSSC on LFW dataset are

shown in tables 1 and 2, respectively. Tables 3 and 4 show

the corresponding results on FRGC v2.0 dataset. Due to

the long running time of the original guessing entropy al-

gorithm, the results of bit length less than 16 are shown.

It is observed that the expected number of trials given by

both our accelerated and the original guessing entropy are

the same. However, our accelerated guessing entropy has

more than 6x, 20x, and 200x speed up compared with the

original guessing entropy while bit lengths (thresholds) are

8(0), 12(1), and 16(2), respectively.

4.2. More-practical Applications

After evaluating the accuracy of accelerated guessing en-

tropy, we present the expected number of guessing trials

with more practical system settings. Note that the origi-

nal guessing entropy [16] reports results for systems with

bit length up to 18 bits, due to the expensive computational

efforts that increase exponentially respective to bit length.

A practical system typically has feature length much larger

than 18 bits, in this section, we investigate the number of

guessing trials for more-practical systems whose template

length ranges from 32 to 64.

The expected number of trials for guessing templates of

PCA+LSSC, LBP+PCA+LSSC, and FaceNet+PCA+LSSC

on LFW and FRGC v2.0 datasets are shown in Fig. 3 and

Fig. 4, respectively. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) show the results

of threshold τ = n
4 − 2. Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) show the

results of threshold τ = n
4 . The results of upper bound de-

notes the theoretical expected number of trials in guessing

uniformly distributed templates [16], which are

Ê(T ) =
1 + 2n

1 +
∑

τ

i=0

(

n

i

) (18)

It is observed that the templates of FaceNet+PCA+LSSC

is most difficult to be guessed, and then the templates of

PCA+LSSC and LBP+PCA+LSSC.

5. Conclusions

We have accelerated the guessing entropy [16] for mea-

suring the security of binary templates based biometric sys-

tems. The acceleration based on both computation reuse

and pruning. We reuse computations in successive itera-

tions/trials by the newly formulated probability for adver-

sarial success. The pruning is done by our proposed error

7The codes are provided by the authors
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Figure 4. Expected number of guessing trials E(T ) on FRGC

bound for the expected number of guessing trials, where

the error can be guaranteed within the tolerance. The exper-

iments conducted on two face benchmarking datasets jus-

tify that our acceleration does not lose the accuracy and

has more than 6x, 20x, and 200x speed up on systems with

bit lengths (thresholds) 8(0), 12(1), and 16(2), respectively.

Note that the computational efforts for the guessing entropy

increases exponentially respect to the feature length. We

demonstrate the application of the accelerated guessing en-

tropy on more-practical systems, whose binary templates

with length ranges from 32 to 64 bits.

We have already push the guessing entropy [16] forward

to be feasible for binary templates with length 64 bits within

a reasonable computation time. However, template size of

practical systems could be thousands. The guessing entropy

remains unfeasible for these systems even with our acceler-

ation. The future works along this direction is to further

accelerate the guessing entropy by (a) searching a tighter

error bound, and (b) using emerging hardware such as GPU

and FPGA.
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